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Definitions provide a shared knowledge and a common understanding of a topic. Agreed definitions are necessary for communication and interconnected activities. This is relevant when talking, writing or reading about science.
Definitions can serve a variety of different functions, which are not mutually exclusive: nominal, taxonomic, descriptive and explicative. The meaning of a noun should allow all speakers and users of the same language to represent and think of the same object in the same way. By providing either an unambiguous description of the intended phenomenon or a grounded interpretation of its underlying causes, each definition should permit a clear identification and classification of the referent objects. Such lucidity in the use of language is a joy (Hoffman, 1989) . In neuropsychology, as well as in all other scientific domains, definitions should suggest clear labels and classifications, but should avoid explanations and avert referencing to specific theories or models to prevent failures in communication or hurdles to further investigations and discoveries.
The label "semantic paraphasia" designs errors in spontaneous speech and oral naming, in which the intended word is substituted by a semantically related word. This definition refers to a well-defined category of errors, which does not include either spelling and reading errors (labeled paragraphias and paralexias, respectively) or errors with a different target-response relationship (e.g., formal similarity). It is well known that semantic errors can arise from different loci of cognitive impairment and reflect different processing levels (Caramazza & Hillis, 1990 ). However, this definition is theoretically neutral, as it does not suggest any account of the underlying causes and mechanisms.
Incomplete, ambiguous or idiosyncratic definitions can preclude communication, thus harming thinking and the possibility to detect unexpected phenomena or to explore new topics. Here are three examples illustrating the problems deriving from the lack of precise definitions.
(i) One the most popular definitions of unilateral spatial neglect states that it is "a failure to report, respond, or orient to contralateral stimuli that is not caused by an elemental sensorimotor deficit" (Heilman, Valenstein, & Watson, 2000) . This definition encompasses all the negative signs of neglect, but disregards productive phenomena, such as allochiria (Vallar, Zilli, Gandola, & Bottini, 2006) , as they were then not related to neglect. (ii) Phonemic paraphasias are usually defined as errors involving "the reordering, omission, or addition of correctly pronounced phonemes" (Shallice, 1988) . According to this definition, the erroneous response, i.e., the resulting phonemic sequence, can be either a word (e.g., dog / fog) or a non-word (e.g., dog / vog), indifferently. Nevertheless, some authors (for instance
